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Each package includes two sizes to optimally fit your facial features
and your eye drop bottle. To begin, start with the blue longer device
and try it as outlined to the right with someone watching to make
sure you do not hit your eye. If it seems too far away from your
eye, switch to the green shorter device and try it with someone
monitoring you to make sure it does not hit your eye. In our
experience, people generally do best using the XactDrop device
when the tip of the bottle is approximately 1cm away from the eye.

Simply attach
XactDrop to your
bottle of eye drops.
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Troubleshooting
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Difficulty attaching to eye drop bottle: XactDrop is designed
to work with most round eye drop bottles that have a ring below the
cap of the bottle – if it does not have that ring, XactDrop may not
work with your bottle. Slide the XactDrop clip around the neck
(between the ring and the body) of the bottle, with the nose rest
pointing up as seen in figure 1.
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Take top off and rest
XactDrop on the
bridge of the nose.
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Eye drop is landing below eye: Tilt head further back, with a
finger of the hand that is not holding the bottle, pull lower lid down
more to create a better “pocket”, and then squeeze the bottle.
Drop landed on upper lid: Look up more toward the top of your
head. Try pulling upper lid up instead of lower lid down with a finger
of the hand not holding the bottle, or pull upper and lower lids open
with two fingers of the hand not holding the bottle at the same time.
Blinking or “squeezing” eye: Tilt head back, look up and out
between the top of your head and ear, and try holding both upper
and lower lids open with two fingers of the hand not holding
the bottle.
Instructional videos: If you are still having trouble, see the
instructional videos on using XactDrop and troubleshooting on
XactDrop.com.
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www.xactdrop.com
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Tilt your head back,
pull lower lid down
with a finger of the
hand that is not
holding the bottle to
create a pocket, look
up and out (between
the top of your
head and ear), and
squeeze the bottle.

XactDropTM is designed to provide assistance to individuals using eye drops, and results may vary. It is important for users to read and completely understand the written INSTRUCTIONS ON USE before using
this product. iRx LabsTM expressly disclaims responsibility and shall have no liability, for any damages, loss, injury, or liability whatsoever incurred by improper use of the device by an individual. Always seek the
advice of your physician or other qualified health provider with any questions you may have regarding a medical condition. XactDropTM is designed to work with round drop bottles with a ring on the neck of the
bottle under the bottle cap. It does not work with square bottles. © 2018 iRx Labs, LLC. All rights reserved.

